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The correlations between the particles produced
in interactions of hadxons with emulsion nuclei were
investigated. The data are in qualitative agreement with
the models which describe the interactions with nuclei as
subsequent collisions of the,fast part of excited hadronic
matter inside the nucleus. / , .jl _ r \

Streszczenie
Zbadano korelacje pomiędzy cząstkami produkowanymi

w oddziaływaniach hadronów z jądrami emulsji fotograficznej.
Dane zgadzają się jakościowo z modelami, w których
oddziaływanie z jądrem z&chodzi poprzez kolejne zderzenia
szybkiej części wzbudzonej materii hadronowej wewnątrz jądra.

Содержание

Исследовано корреляции частиц генерированных во
взаимодействиях адронов с ядрами фотоэмульсии. Полученные
данные в качественной согласии с моделей очередных
взаимодействии быстрого адрона в ядре.



I.Introduction

Particle -nucleus collisiona are by now a very rapidly

developing branch of both particle and nuclear physics.

The growing interest is caused by the belief that interaction

inside the nucleus can give us information which is not

available in elementary particle collisions [j - 4] .

In this paper we present data oa the correlations between

secondaries produced in interactions of hadrons with emuleion

nuclei. Apart from the investigation of the conventional two-

particle correlation function we propose another way of

looking at the data, which has not usually been applied even

for p-p collisions1'. The point is to split the particles

produced between the two hemispheres, look at their multipli-

city distributions separately and investigate the possible

correlations between the tm> sets of secondaries.

The data presented here are in qualitative agreement

with the current models of particle production in collisions

with nuclei [1 - 4].

II. Experimental material

The analysis described below was done on a sample of

about a thousand proton-emuleion nuclei inelastic interactions

at 200 GeV £ 6j as well ав for a thousand IT interactions
at the same energy [_7] . To explore the energy dependence
the data for 67 OeV proton interactions end 60 GeV Ц"
interactions in emulsion were used \J>,l2» I n these samples
all elastic and coherent interactions were removed. For all
that remained the angles of the shower tracks were measured.

To our knowledge such an analysis was carried out by
Pisa-Stony Brook Collaboration for p-p only [5 ~\ .



We chose as a polar angle variable the paeudorapidity
rrjL = - b̂ tU/vxbU2, which approaches the rapidity у for m

negligible compared to pf . G in the definition of rfi ie
the laboratory polar angle.

I I I . Forward - backward correlationg

First of al l we define the two hemispheres in the
center of mass of the colliding nuc3 jone. The forward hemi-
sphere i s the one which contains the secondaries with 'V/'^jo
where--J^^C/e.g. at 200 GeV ^ - 3.0/* *\<«)c defines
the backward hemisphere.

In Fig. ^a we show thejiverage multiplicity in the
forward cone К>'р / backward Ыъ/ as a function of the multi-
plicity in the opposite cone for 200 GeV proton-nuclei
interactions. The analogous dependence for p-p is also
sketched out there. The graph for "П collisions vdth emulsion
nuclei i s presented in Fig. 1b. I t is seen that for p-p
interactions the average multiplicity in one hemisphere ie
independent of the multiplicity in the opposite hemisphere
/ the two protons fragment independently/. However, for
hadron-nucleus collisions the situation is different. The
multiplicity in one hemisphere depends on the multiplicity
in the opposite one. Thie correlation is rather weak for
the average multiplicity in the forward cone ав a function
of the multiplicity in the backward cone, but there i s a
strong correlation between the average multiplicity in the
backward hemisphere and the multiplicity in the forward one
/ see Pig. 1a,,b/. The same effect i s seen when one parametri-
zes these dependences analytically:

N/p=/5.19iO. 13/ + /0И5_+0.01/ N/з p-E-m

Pp =/5.03+0.14/ + /0.17+0.02/ № 3 f)~~ j^™ / 1 /



N^=/2.42-0.32/ + /0.76+0.05/ h/p p

K/j =/2.94+0.24/ + /О.4Э+О.О5/^Р Tf-Е"Л /2/

The differences between the two above cases /1/ and /2/ can
be understood on the basis of models which describe the
interactions with nuclei as subsequent collisions of the fast
part of excited hadronic matter inside the nucleus \_ 1-4 _j •
Erom Eqs /2/ we see that the correlation between the average
number of particles moving backward and the number of particles
moving forward i s weaker for pion-nucleua interactions.
The inverse dependence / N/p on К/в/ i s similar for both
projectiles.

We have also looked for the energy dependence of this
effect, and we have found that for the lower energyjlata
/ 60 jJeV Я and 67 GeV p / , both correlations i .e . Ыз> on A//r
and A/p on ™Л are weaker than that for 200 GeV interactions.
The main differences between pion and proton interactions are
the same for the lower energy as they are for 200 GeV data.

V,'e have also Investigated the multiplicity distributions
for each hemisphere separately. Por p-p collisions these
distributions should be the same due to the symmetry of the
ini t ia l state. But for collisions with nuclei we may expect
differences. In Pig.2 we present these two distributions for
200 GeV proton-nucleus /a/ and 1Г -nucleus /b/ interactions.
Some parameters of these distributions are presented in Table
I. For proton-nucleus collisions the well known evidence for
backward asymmetry i s seen / MB У ^F /• The observed symmetry
for pion induced collisions / H?j,?f WP / i s probably due to the
cancellations of two effects: one is the backward asymmetry
expected for pion-nucleus collisions, the other one is the
existing forward asymmetry in the elementary pion-nucleon
collisions. Another parameter on which the nuclear target



hag an important impact ]_ 3J is the D/H ratio. It i s eeen
that the multiplicity distr\'n-i.u\on of particles in the
forv/ard cone /connected »dth projectile/ has a D/Tf ratio
similar to the value oboer\'jd in hadron-nucleo.i -CIILM '.n:: :.
die distribution in the backward hemisphere , connected with
the target nucleus has a significantly larger D/ff ratio.
These distributions differ from one another independently of
the primary particle and of energy. We expect that a closer
investigation of the properties of the two sets of secondaries
mentioned above will help us to understand the differences
between particle-nucleus and particle-particle collisions.

It i s an interesting question how the effects discussed
depend on the value of f)o . In Pig.3 те show how the D/Ń
ratio changes with <»c , for 200 GeV p and Tl interactions
with nuclei. As can be seen, the D/N ratio for the forward
part i s independent of fj^ within the 'Cc range from 2.0
to 4.0 /rag.3a/. For the backward hemisphere i t decreases
with increasing vc in the same yt interval /Fig,3b/,
no matter what the projectile i s . In the explored i]^ range
D/Sj, and D/Hp differ significantly from each other.
The dependence of the forward - backward correlations on -t|„
is summarized in Table I I . For the large values of 7]^
/very forward direction/ there are practically no correlations
between the forward and backward hemispheres. However, for

?L =2.0 the correlations between /Vp and K/̂ / Vj and hJp /
are strong. That i s , tjc Г З.С is the point at which Л/>
starts to be independent of Уд . Tnie indicatee that the

7jr =: Ъ .О was a good choice indeed / i .e . the particles
going to the right of ^ •= 3 are really different frorae
those going to the left/.

x' This question was pointed out to u» by Prof.A.Białae.



17. Two-particle correlations

The investigation of the two-particle correlations
for proton-nucleus interactions at 300 GeV in emulsion was
carried out by G.Baroni et al. £9]» We present a similar
analysis for our data. In addition we can look at the
dependence of the correlation function on the primary
particle. Since only angles are available in our data, we
report on the correlations integrated over the absolute
magnitude of the particles momenta and over the azimuthal
angle. We have analysed the correlation function defined as:

• - 1

_ ±

Here % n e ] _ i s tbe total number of inelastic evente in the
sample, Я̂  С1? .) i s the number of charged particle at 1)
and R 2 ( | ( | ^ J i a the number of pairs of charged particles
at both ty and /rJ2. within the same event x ' . The contour
plot of the function R^t/^ij i s presented in 5ig.4. There
ie a striking difference between the behaviour of the
correlations in hadron-nucleus and hadron-hadron collisions.
The nuclear target has the greatest influence for email
rapidities. For fixed ^ , В 1в constant, as a function of " ^ ,
for <tfi<''J7,f • Of course R (i^;'>fe)ie symmetric around the
diagonal tu » fjz. in the (tji/iji) plane /see definition of R'B/.
As a result we obtain the contour plotgivm in Kg. 4 with
characteristic rectangular contours instead of the elliptic

%' 7} i s defined in the laboratory frame.



ones observed in elementary particle collisions. In Pig.5a,b
we show R h)u "Oi)as в function of (fl - У)л } for different values
of ~ПЛ for pion and proton interactions. TTithin the accuracy
given there i s no difference between F -nucleus and p-nucleus
collisions. In Fig.6 we compare the proton-nucleus data with
those for p-p taken froa Г 5 , 1 0 j . Etat we emphasized in
Pig.4 appears here /Pigs.5 and 6/ as the flatness of the R
for the negative values of (т), - TJA^ for hadron-nucleus
interactions instead of the symmetrical decrease about f)Ą =Гм
observed for p-p collisions. We did not compare the absolute
magnitude of the correlations for p-p and for p-nucleus
collisions. The emulsion data are an incoherent superposition
of the interactions with different nuclei and we do not know
how i t affects the value of the correlation function.

V. Conclusions

While the data available on the one-particle distributions
do not show a very dramatic effect of the nuclear target
L 6,7,11J the data on the correlations presented here

clearly indicate that the nucleus has a very strong influence
on the two-parxicle distributions. The most important effects
we have found are:

i/ Forward-backward correlations. The average number of
particles moving forward / in the hadron-hadron СИ
frame/ weakly depends on the multiplicity in the
backward hemisphere, while the average number of
particles in the backward cone strongly increases
with the multiplicity in the forward hemsphere.
These correlations rise slightly vith the incident
energy and are independent of the projectile,

i i/ Correlation function. Por fixed f\^ , Rty^ijAte not
symmetric around 71 = fi^ . It i s almost flat tor
Vi <" Vj decreasing for rj2

1 0



The observed differences between forward and backward
moving secondaries suggest that the former come from a one-
etep elementary-like production process, while the latter are
emitted inamore complicated multi-step way. The data on Ыт
correlation function are aven more striking. The probability
ef producing an associated particle closer to the nucleus
than the fixed particle i s much higher than that for the
opposite configuration / i . e . 1\г'уг^л for fixed -̂» / and
differs greatly from that for p-p co l l i s ions .
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Table sections

Table I. Average multiplicity IiF/ Hi/, dispersion D and
D/5F / D/Нв/ ratio for multiplicity distribution
in forward /backward/ hemisphere for proton and
pion interactions with emulsion nuclei at 200 GeV
and 67 /60/ GeV.

Table II.Dependence of forward-backward correlations on the
value of tjo for 200 GeV proton and pion
interactions with emulsion nuclei. Parameters a(7}o
and b (*}<?) are determined by tha least-square fit
to the data.

Figure captions

yigure 1. Average multiplicity in the backward cone vs. .
multiplicity in the forward cone and vice versa
at 200 GeV proton /1a/ and 77 /1b/ interactions
ft-ith nuclei. Pull line in ?ig,1a represents the
pp data at V? =30 GeV /ir-om Sef.[5J,the multiplicity
is i"ffaeured over the angular ranges:0.3*£- 6 S 31",
54*"~ J^90"/« The dashed lines are the linear f i ts
to the experimental points for hadron-nucleus
interactions.

Figure 2. Multiplicity distributions for the forward hemisphere
/full histogram/ and for the backward one /dashed
histogram/, for proton /2a/ and V~ /2b/ interactions
is emulsion at 200 GeV.

?igure 3. a/ Dependence of the D/Hp ratio for the forward

hemisphere on the value of <̂ o for proton /blacie
symbols/ and 7f~ /open symbols/ interactions
at 200 GeV.

b/ The same for the backward hemisphere.
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Figure 4. Contour plots of the correlation function for
proton—nucleus interactione /a/ and for 7Г -nucleus
interactions /b/ at 200 GeY.

Figure 5c Two-particle correlation function R in relp.tion to
(-П, - ^/))for different values of <fj^ •
a/ p-nucleus 200 GeV
b/ii-nucleus 200 GeV.

Figure 6. Data on R for proton-nucleus interactions /pcinta/
compared with those for p-p /full line/ from Reffb-,1
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